Leda 122.327 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-89915 (Feature)

Notification on stderror output in Run panel / Console

IDEA-91177 (Usability
Problem)

There are no keyboard shortcuts for switching between panes and to apply diffs in differences
viewer

IDEA-90985 (Cosmetics)

Make it more explicit in the tip that braces are added by Complete Statement action

IDEA-90638 (Bug)

idea hangs up on lookup

IDEA-90636 (Bug)

Overridden/implemented markers are not rendered for methods of library classes without sources

IDEA-90968 (Bug)

Ambiguous mnemonic in the "Navigate" menu

IDEA-90945 (Bug)

Display balloon notifications - option does not persist after restart

IDEA-90810 (Bug)

Please add the word 'reservable' to spellchecker

IDEA-90525 (Bug)

OOM when opening a GWT-based project

IDEA-89780 (Bug)

"Next Bookmark" doesn't work in files from excluded directories

IDEA-90987 (Bug)

Exception on addition of the new application server

IDEA-90117 (Bug)

No Rerun possible in Run Window for External Tool

IDEA-90868 (Exception)

CME at com.intellij.openapi.actionSystem.impl.ActionToolbarImpl.addNotify

IDEA-90957 (Exception)

JDK 1.8: IOE at PsiJavaParserFacadeImpl.createParameterFromText() on 'Create a Method From
Usage' quick fix if the method has a lambda argument

CSS
IDEA-90143 (Exception)

Throwable on Refactor/Rename CSS property

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-91079 (Feature)

If statement could be replaced with conditional expression shall have an option to be ignored when
a nested conditional expression exists.

IDEA-90688 (Feature)

Spell checker shall ignore @SuppresssWarning and //noinspection String literals

IDEA-64875 (Usability
Problem)

"Constant conditions and exceptions" should eliminate false positives by analyzing static final
constants

IDEA-91280 (Bug)

Infer not-nullity from numeric comparisons of values assigned based on that not-nullity

IDEA-90736 (Bug)

Remove 'try-finally' block breaks code when using try-with-resources

IDEA-91016 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: when lambda type is incompatible with the declared type, quick fix incorrectly suggests
to change type

IDEA-88766 (Bug)

Nullable: include final fields into data flow

IDEA-90863 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: "Anonymous type can be replaced with lambda" inspection should check declaration type
of anonymous class

IDEA-91055 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: "Anonymous class can be replaced with lambda" inspection should not report anonymous
classes with "this" reference

IDEA-31555 (Bug)

Wrong warning: method invocation may produce a NullPointerException

IDEA-90964 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: "Replace with lambda" quick fix doesn't handle recursions

IDEA-90613 (Bug)

Invalid @Nullable processing

IDEA-91184 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: "Replace with one line expression" intention could be suggested for lambdas with void
return type

IDEA-89964 (Bug)

Constant conditions & exceptions inspection is incorrect with instance checks in loops

IDEA-91007 (Bug)

Refused bequest shall ignore java.lang.Object methods which are overridden.

IDEA-91003 (Bug)

Serializable/Deserializable class in secure context wrongly prompts for generic parameters

IDEA-89654 (Bug)

Incorrect control flow warning with @Nullable

Code Formatting
and Code Style
IDEA-90860 (Usability
Problem)

Reformat Code breaks Copyright/Header

IDEA-90890 (Bug)

Some code formatting preferences ignored sometimes

IDEA-90553 (Bug)

Reformatting does not work for injected JSON

IDEA-88640 (Bug)

Reformat Code: "Only text changed to VCS" option is not taken into account when "Show
Reformat Code dialog" is off

Compiling Project
IDEA-90875 (Bug)

"Cyclic inference" error for legitimate lambda code

Database
IDEA-90952 (Usability
Problem)

DB console: copying data ignores Data Export settings (by default)

IDEA-91142 (Usability
Problem)

With opened database console main IDE window title is not readable

IDEA-90996 (Usability
Problem)

Database Console Properties: make Result set page size field bigger

IDEA-91029 (Bug)

Database console: action shortucts are missing in reopened console

IDEA-91023 (Exception)

Database console: typing in console for the same data source in different projects causes
Throwable at LowLevelSearchUtil.processElementsContainingWordInElement()

Diff_Merge
IDEA-76498 (Cosmetics)

Compare Directories: on removing the last difference the bottom panel still shows the file content

IDEA-69715 (Cosmetics)

Diff window: label rendering antialiasing

IDEA-89426 (Cosmetics)

Strange font aliasing at the bottom of diff panel

bug

Editor. Editing
Text
IDEA-90637 (Bug)

Completion: 'No suggestions' popup appears in the incorrect place

IDEA-90499 (Bug)

Ctrl+Backspace deletes delimiters instead of whitespaces only and leads to SyntaxErrors in code

IDEA-89874 (Bug)

Folding: Impossible to unfold a region by clicking to {...} if the caret was in that region before
folding and if Soft Wraps are ON

IDEA-90853 (Bug)

console and server log windows not responding to font size zooming

File System
IDEA-91057 (Bug)

UI does not respond on second project indexing

IDEA-90319 (Bug)

Diff reports "Contents are identical" when changes made externally while different project was
opened

GWT
IDEA-91118 (Bug)

Macros dosent work in Run Configuration (especially in GWT)

Grails
IDEA-90760 (Feature)

Handle Grails taglib documentation format for documentation view and autocomplete

Groovy
IDEA-72885 (Feature)

Completion of methods taking multi-argument closures, like eachWithIndex{} or inject(){},
should add paramters to closure

IDEA-91164 (Feature)

Should have an Intention to strongly type groovy variable

IDEA-91263 (Bug)

Incorrect type of result of '|' operator

IDEA-91257 (Bug)

Parsing and highlighting of extends list in Groovy

IDEA-90781 (Bug)

StackOverflow while copy/cut-paste in Groovy file

IDEA-90724 (Bug)

'Safe Delete' refactoring of java method parameter from doesn't delete it from groovy calls

IDE Configuration
IDEA-89926 (Feature)

Assign keyboard shortcut to "Play Saved Macros" action

J2EE
IDEA-91313 (Usability
Problem)

Kill app server process on close

Java. Code
Completion
IDEA-90944 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Smart Code Completion for a lambda return value suggests nothing if the lambda body is
not enclosed in braces (no explicit "return")

IDEA-90941 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Smart Code Completion after 'return' in a lambda can't infer generic return type

IDEA-90294 (Bug)

Don't use substring match in word completion

IDEA-90606 (Bug)

Smart completion misses exception from try-with-resources

IDEA-90765 (Bug)

When a completion popup is visible in Python code, typing . does not popup next completion

IDEA-91083 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Code Completion in one line expression lambda inserts unnecessary semicolon in some
cases

IDEA-90900 (Bug)

Complete statement works incorrectly in some simple cases

Java. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-90812 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Good code is red: lambda type is not inferred inside elvis operator

IDEA-91071 (Bug)

Bad code green: anonymous constructor

IDEA-91140 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: lambdas not enclosed in parentheses in conditional operator are erroneously highlighted
with "Lambda expression not expected here"

IDEA-90998 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: recursive lambda call should be error-highlighted

Java. Intention
Actions
IDEA-90867 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: "Replace lambda with anonymous class" should insert import rather then fully qualified
interface name

IDEA-91005 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: "Expand lambda expression body" intention is named "default" in Settings | Intentions

IDEA-90854 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: "Replace lambda with anonymous class" doesn't change "super" references

Java. Refactoring
IDEA-90879 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Inline Refactoring should handle lambdas properly

IDEA-91122 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Extract Variable Refactoring applied to one-line-expression lambda code that references
lambda parameters adds new variable to outer scope

IDEA-91126 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Inline a void method to an one-line-expression lambda inlines the method to wrong place

IDEA-91061 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Inline Refactoring doesn't allow to inline local variables to lambdas

IDEA-91063 (Bug)

Renaming a Java Enum constructor via rename refactoring renames all the elements of that enum

IDEA-91065 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Wrap Method Return Value Refactoring produced invalid code if return value is a lambda
with return statement

IDEA-90950 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Inline Refactoring is available for a lambda parameter, but does nothing

IDEA-91076 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Extract Method Refactoring doesn't create parameters if applied to a lambda

IDEA-91087 (Bug)

Process Duplicates after Extract Method works incorrectly on anonymous class with non-void
method

IDEA-91150 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Inline Field Refactoring applied to a lambda field doesn't insert cast

JavaScript
IDEA-90334 (Feature)

Support '(optional)' parameter declaration option of JSDuck

IDEA-89497 (Feature)

Make JavaScript quickfix to change type in JSDoc annotation

JavaScript.
Debugger
IDEA-91258 (Bug)

JS Debug: crome: starts with wrong profile directory and wrong arguments

Maven
IDEA-90784 (Bug)

IDEA hungs when pressing "run maven target" on tasks configuration

Packaging and
Installation
IDEA-81212 (Feature)

Include idea64.exe in CE distribution

IDEA-64072 (Bug)

10.0 install didn't properly update registry, can't associate .java files with idea.exe

Project
Configuration
IDEA-79059 (Feature)

Project structure: show library scope in usages popup

SQL
IDEA-90951 (Exception)

DbUtil.getElementQualifiedName() NPE

Spring
IDEA-66857 (Feature)

Spring Integration support: for endpoint elements check that poller is/is not configured depending
on input-channel

IDEA-37697 (Feature)

Move top-level bean up/down (Ctrl-Shift-Up/Ctrl-Shift-Down)

IDEA-90872 (Feature)

Spring integration support: jdbc:parameter element: check that 'value' and 'type' attrbutes are
not used if 'expression' is provided

IDEA-23133 (Feature)

Spring Batch: provide spring-batch predefined variables for SpEL

IDEA-90703 (Feature)

Spring Integration support: check that 'security:secured-channels' element defines
'authentication-manager' & 'access-decision-manager' or default beans exist

IDEA-90651 (Feature)

Spring Integration support: AMQP: outbound-channel-adapter, outbound-gateway: 'exchange'
attribute should reference existing exchange names if any

IDEA-90643 (Feature)

Spring Integration support: AMQP: inbound-gateway, inbound-channel-adapter: check that
'queue-names' attribute is set if no 'listener-container' attribute is specified

IDEA-90641 (Feature)

Spring Integration support: AMQP: inbound-channel-adapter, inbound-gateway: queue-names
attribute should reference corresponding beans

IDEA-90871 (Bug)

Spring Integration support: jdbc:parameter: primitive types are error-highlighted for 'type'
attribute values

IDEA-90574 (Bug)

Spring Integration support: AMQP: 'int-amqp:channel' element is reported as error when used as
'channel' attribute reference

IDEA-90570 (Bug)

Spring Integration support: AMQP: check that element defines the 'connection-factory' attribute or
the 'rabbitConnectionFactory' bean exists

IDEA-90727 (Bug)

Spring Integration support: 'security:secured-channels' element: support the default
access-decision-manager

IDEA-85643 (Bug)

task:scheduled-tasks reports "scheduler must be instance for ThreadPoolTaskScheduler" while it
must be TaskScheduler instance according to DTD

IDEA-85483 (Bug)

Spring Batch: "step" scope is highlighted red though using batch-namespace

IDEA-91096 (Bug)

Spring-Security 3.1.0 alias beans get auto-wire errors in IntelliJ but actually do work at run-time

Task Management
IDEA-86116 (Usability
Problem)

Removing multiple tasks is a pain

IDEA-90017 (Cosmetics)

Task management: "Goto Task" action could be renamed back to "Open Task"

Unit Testing. JUnit
IDEA-91113 (Cosmetics)

When killing a test process a balloon is dispplayed saying "Tests were not started"

User Interface
IDEA-90876 (Usability
Problem)

File menu Close Project Mnemonic "J" moved to Project Settings that already has keyboard
shortcut

IDEA-90428 (Usability
Problem)

CTRL+ SHIFT + N dialog should show paths relative to content url(not to .idea folder locations)

IDEA-90569 (Cosmetics)

Darcula: "Loading..." animated icon doesn't look good

IDEA-91085 (Bug)

Reset filter(Esc) in Settings dialog resets selected element as well

IDEA-61766 (Bug)

Impossible to resize table columns

IDEA-90818 (Exception)

assertIsDispatchThread throws exception after opening project

Version Control
IDEA-91000 (Usability
Problem)

'Delete local copies of added files' should remember its state in Revert Dialog

IDEA-26980 (Bug)

IntelliJ IDEA does not correctly refresh jar files after unshelving

Version Control.
Perforce
IDEA-65569 (Usability
Problem)

Be more verbose on "invalid connection" error

IDEA-90443 (Bug)

Wrong Perforce revision reported for committed changes

IDEA-90220 (Bug)

perforce integration disabled after failure to resolve host name

IDEA-90958 (Bug)

Perforce Integration - 3 ways to connect only one works.

IDEA-53207 (Bug)

Perforce operations not working correctly

Version Control.
Subversion
IDEA-90759 (Bug)

deadlock in svn code

IDEA-75800 (Bug)

SVN "Merge from..." not working

IDEA-91152 (Exception)

SVN: NPE at org.jetbrains.idea.svn.dialogs.QuickMerge$MergeAllWithBranchCopyPoint.consume

Web Services
IDEA-91059 (Usability
Problem)

Web Services: on facet creating no engine selector is available, sample code is generated for
glassfish silently

IDEA-91268 (Bug)

Web Services: configured Global Libraries not added to module dependencies should not affect
Java From WSDL generation

IDEA-91128 (Bug)

Web Services: on New/WebService creating either validate the name or allow to add package
prefix

IDEA-91048 (Bug)

WebServices: New Client creating: Generate Java Code From WSDL: the Choose WSDL or WADL
File chooser is always empty

IDEA-91197 (Bug)

WebServices: when the path to Glassfish server is set in teh WebServices Settings, Generate Java
From WSDL action fails

IDEA-91060 (Bug)

web Services: validate the path to engine in Settings

IDEA-90953 (Bug)

In LibraryAlreadyExists dialog Cancel action works as Add

IDEA-90946 (Bug)

RESTful webservices: Generate Java From WADL fails if the wadl file path contains spaces

IDEA-91013 (Bug)

RESTful Webservices: no possibility to generate java code from not-local wadl file

IDEA-91015 (Bug)

RESTful webservices: 'generate client code' option makes module creating fail

IDEA-91027 (Bug)

RESTful webservices: new-created/deleted classes are not considered by GenerateWADLFromJava
tool - build is necessary

IDEA-91137 (Bug)

Web Services: Glassfish: GenerateWSDLFromJava fails for projects located in the mounted disks

XML
IDEA-61055 (Bug)

XML: moving tags up/down wrecks well-formedness

IDEA-90935 (Bug)

Deadlock during git unstash

